Background: Image-based high-throughput screening (HTS) reveals a high level 25
Introduction 44
High-throughput screening (HTS) is a powerful technique routinely used in drug 45 discovery, systematic analysis of cellular functions, and exploration of gene 46 regulation pathways [1] [2] [3] [4] . With modern automated microscopes, image-based 47 HTS allows for routine imaging of thousands of cells in multiple fluorescence 48 channels. Due to the volume and complexity of imaging data, building analysis 49 methods has become an urgent need. 50 7 fraction of cells in this population display features characteristic of progeria (Fig  136   1a ). This heterogeneity is a well-established feature of HGPS patient cells [28] . 137
Quantification of single cell features shows the distribution of the mean intensity 138 for all nuclei (progerin channel), the distribution of standard deviations of 139 curvature (Lamin B1 channel), the distribution of fluorescence intensities found 140 along the nuclear boundary (boundary intensities; Lamin B1 channel), and the 141 standard deviation of intensities inside nucleus (γH2AX channel) (Fig 1b) . These 142 metrics were extracted via automated image analysis tools (see Methods) from 143 all images in all control samples. For each of the four channels imaged, we show 144 the metric that best separates GFP-progerin expressing controls (red) from GFP-145 progerin repressed controls (green). Except for the intensity of progerin, 146 distributions overlap significantly, highlighting substantial heterogeneity among 147 nuclei within each control group. The heterogeneity is largest for γH2AX, followed 148 by nuclear shape and lamin B1. 149 Despite heterogeneous cellular expression, the average behavior of GFP-150 progerin expressing and repressed control cells are significantly different. Since 151 the goal of this screen (as many other screens for identifying potential drugs) is 152 to identify important perturbations that reverse the states of diseased cells to 153 healthy-like, we focus on similarities of cells in each type of controls. 
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The scale bar is 5 µm.
168
Classification of individual cells based on such overlapping distributions is 169 challenging, as indicated by the fact that the analysis of multiple sets of 300 170 randomly selected cells of each of the two reference types via a Support Vector 9 identify a classification boundary using all metric dimensions simultaneously. We 174 then extract the variability of the classification boundary in each channel (Fig 2b) . 175
We observe that classification boundaries rotated on average by more than 10 176 degrees between trials in the progerin channel, and by somewhat smaller 177 amounts in the other channels. 178
Note that the angle of the classification boundary determines the relative weight 179 of the two metrics shown in the scatter plot: for example, a vertical classification 180 boundary indicates that the metric plotted along the vertical axis is not important 181 for classification. Thus uncertainty about the orientation of the classification 182 boundary implies uncertainty about the relative weight of the metrics in 183 distinguishing both controls. To provide a reliable weighting of metrics and to find 184 reproducible classification boundaries, we use typical cells, defined as cells close 185 to the center of distribution of given cell population in a given channel (see 186 Methods). Typical cells lead to stable classification boundaries with variations of 187 less than 5 degrees in all channels (Fig 2b) . 
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In all channels, GFP-progerin expressing and repressed controls are well 216 separated, with the healthy-like phenotype boundary (green dashed line in Fig 3) 217 above the hit selection threshold (red solid line in Fig 3) . The separation between 218 GPF-progerin expressing and repressed controls is the largest in the progerin 219 channel, as expected since GFP-progerin repressed controls are derived from 220 GFP-progerin expressing controls via GFP siRNA modulation. According to our 221 criteria for the selection of siRNA hits (see Methods), the lamin B1 has the 222 largest number of hits (75), followed by progerin (31) , nuclear shape (8), and 223 γH2AX (5) (see details in supplementary information S7). 224
The fraction of healthy-like cells in each well in the screen constitutes a metric 225 not yet widely used in screen analysis. This metric highlights the ability of the 226 siRNA to significantly alter some of the cells, but not all, whereas the more 227 traditional metricswhich were also used in the original analysis of this dataset 12 in Ref.
[34]emphasize shifts in the overall behavior. To compare the two 229 metrics, we determine the Z-scores of the shifts in average properties (Fig 4a) . 230
Both types of Z-scores are determined based on GFP-progerin expressing 231 control samples. For the traditional metric, the threshold is held at Z-score of 2, 232 while our threshold is at Z-score of 5 (by Chebyshev's inequality the probability 233 that the hit is spurious is less than 0.04). Note that if we increase the Z-score 234 threshold for traditional metrics to 5, there will be no hits identified. These two 235 thresholds (gray lines) separate each panel of Figure 4a into four quadrants: 236 perturbations identified as hits by both methods (upper right), hits identified only 237 by traditional metrics (lower right), hits identified only by the fraction of healthy-238 like cells (upper left), and perturbations not identified as hits by either method 239 (lower left). The bottom right quadrant is empty except for two siRNAs in the 240 γH2AX channel, suggesting that our method captured nearly all hits determined 241 by the traditional metric. On the other hand, points in the top left quadrant 242 represent siRNA hits identified only by our approach, suggesting that our metric 243 is more sensitive in the sense of identifying additional possible hits. 244
In addition, we benchmarked our method against one of the existing multi-245 dimensional analysis approaches that is also based on the difference in cell type 246 fractions [9] . The method in Ref [9] is based on more complex clustering of all 247 cells into multiple cell types (Fig 4b) . Using the method of Ref [9] , we first 248 identified multiple clusters (9 clusters in progerin and γH2AX channels, and 8 249 clusters in lamin B1 channel) in 10,000 combined controls cells (5,000 for each 250 control type). We then calculated the profile of cell distribution in each cluster for 251 
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Every point represents a siRNA sample; the value shows Z-scores calculated based on the 263 distance from the mean of all GFP-progerin expressing control samples using the traditional 264 average-based metric calculated by directly averaging intensity measurements for all cells in a 14 sample (x-axis) and our metric (y-axis). Gray lines indicate hit thresholds for the corresponding 266 metrics. Note that our metric identifies every hit found by the traditional method (except for the 267 two hits in the γH2AX channel). In addition, our metric selects additional potential hits (siRNAs in 
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Classification boundary and metric weighting obtained via typical cells is 274
useful for characterization of all perturbations 275
As explained above, we assess the phenotype for each perturbation in our high-276
throughput screen relative to two types of controls. Thus, the weighting of metrics 277
given by the SVM classification boundary is based on both control phenotypes 278 ( Fig 2) . In Figure 3 , we had focused on subsets of cells that cross the 279 classification boundary, i.e., that exhibit a shift in property perpendicular to the 280 classification boundary. 281
In our next step, we characterize shifts of the phenotype both perpendicular and 282 parallel to the SVM classification boundary (Fig 5a) . We find that most 283 perturbations shift cell properties perpendicular to the classification boundary. 284
This indicates that the imaging metrics which are most important to distinguish 285 typical cells in the two control phenotypes are also the imaging metrics that 286 change most in the siRNA perturbations. Given that all siRNAs in this screen are 287 ubiquitin-related (hence may affect progeria in a similar manner), this finding 288 suggests our method really does capture the important differences between 289 progeria phenotype and healthy phenotype. In contrast, when the classification 290 metrics are computed from randomly selected cells -the blue points in Figure 5b 291 we observe shifts both parallel and perpendicular to the classification boundary. 292 (Fig 5b) . One notable exception is the progerin channel in which the two control 293 cases are very well separated (Fig 1b) . are also selected (Fig 6c and f) . siPHF13 treated cells (Fig 6a) express even 316 higher levels of progerin than cells in progeria-like controls and progerin 317 aggregates in the nucleus. Upon examining lamin B1 levels expressed by cells 318 treated with siNEDD4 (Fig 6b) , we find that lamin B1 no longer localizes only to 319 the nuclear boundary, but spreads throughout the nucleus in an inhomogeneous 320 way. In addition, in this case, lamin B1 expression co-localizes with progerin 321 expression. siTRIML1 is an outlier in both the progerin and nuclear shape 322 channel, with overexpression of progerin similar to that observed in cells treated 323 with siPHF13. Furthermore, cells treated with siTRIML1 have nuclear shapes that 324 are even less regular than progeria controls'. Finally, for cells treated with 325 siRNF8 DNA damage is more substantial but also more localized (isolated bright 326 dots in the γH2AX channel) than in progeria-like controls. These results suggest 327 that a classification boundary built from typical cells in controls is valuable to analyze the full perturbation screen and that outliers identified in this 329 classification point to perturbations that yield unusual properties. 330 331 Figure 6 . Typical cells in siRNA perturbations identified as different from both controls. a) 332 siPHF13 is an outlier in the progerin channel: cells treated with siPHF13 express more progerin 333 than the progeria-like control cells (f), and the expressed progerin appears to be distributed 334 differently from the progeria control. b) siNEDD4 is an outlier in the lamin B1 channel; cells 335 treated by siNEDD4 express more lamin B1 than the healthy-like control cells (c), and the 336 expression is less homogenous. In addition, the expression of lamin B1 is spatially co-localized 337 with the expression of progerin in siNEDD4-treated cells. d) siTRIML1 is an outlier in both DAPI 338 (nuclear shape) and progerin channels. Cells treated by siTRIML1 tend to have elongated nuclei 339 compared to the healthy-like and the progeria-like controls. Also, clusters and increased progerin 340 expression (compared to the progeria-like control (f)) can be observed. e) siRNF8 is an outlier in 341 the γH2AX (DNA damage) channel. Note that the contours obtained from the DAPI channel 342 appear slightly smaller and misaligned with the images obtained in the lamin B1 channel (see Fig   343   S2 for the analysis of cross-channel discrepancies). The scale bar is 5 µm.
Integrating information from multiple channels increases hit detection 345
accuracy 346
So far we have considered multiple metrics separately for each channel. This 347 means that we may have labeled a cell as healthy-like based on one channel, but 348 progeria-like when it is analyzed in another channel. This approach reflects 349 uncertainty regarding the progeria phenotype at the single cell level: although it is 350 known that progeria is caused by the expression of the lamin A-mutant progerin, Thus, as a final analysis step, we study the relationships among the four features 360 associated with progeria at the single-cell level. RefCell integrates single cell 361 information from multiple channels in two different ways. First, we display the 362 percentage of healthy-like cells for a primary marker vs. the percentage of cells 363 identified as healthy-like according to the other three markers (Fig 7) . The 364 diameter of the circle represents the fraction of cells identified as healthy-like 365 according to all four markers. As expected, GFP-progerin repressed controls (i.e., healthy-like for all four markers than any of the 320 perturbations (blue circles). 368 Figure 7 shows that the percentage of healthy-like cells according to a given 369 marker is correlated with the percentage identified as healthy-like according to 370 the other three markers are correlated, although the correlation is weak in all 371 channels except progerin. 372 
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Second, we integrated image metrics from all channels together and applied our 381 method on combined metrics. We found that the three metrics related to progerin 382 (mean intensity, the standard deviation of intensity and boundary intensity) are 383 the most important metrics in separating GFP-progerin expressing and repressed 384 controls, contributing more than 60% in the direction of classification boundary. 385
Lamin B1 is next, contributing about 20%. In addition, we found that 99% siRNA 386 hits identified by combining all channels are also identified by detecting hits 387 separately for each channel; however, the combined analysis allows us to hone 388 in on a subset of 61% of all hits (based on separate analysis of each channel). 389 Discussion 390 One of the major usages of image-based high-throughput screening (HTS) 391 experiments is to identify important RNAi perturbations for pathway identification 392 or drug discovery. A major strength of image-based HTS is that measurements of 393 multiple parameters are carried out on each cell, thus promising insights into 394 mutual information and correlations among parameters at the single cell level. 395
However, newly developed analysis methods yield complex and hard to interpret 396 end results, and may actually misrepresent the data due to the "curse of 397 distance estimation and thus definition of nearest neighbors, which are used in 399 clustering based high dimensional algorithms, are less meaningful in high 400 dimensional space [36] . Here we introduce RefCell, a method that fills the gap 401 between statistically sound average-based methods and statistically challenging 402 high-dimensional methods. The underlying assumptions of RefCell are that the 403 properties of typical cells are useful reference points for the biological or clinical 404 question of interest and that the best approach to identify hits is to measure 405 changes along a straight path (in high dimensions) between the references 406 points. 407
The first step in RefCell is the selection of two sets of controls and the choice of 408 "typical" cells within these controls. Here we choose typical cells as cells that are 409 average in all aspects of their phenotype, i.e., all the metrics are close to the 410 mean. In our dataset, one control represents cell nuclei of a model for progeria 411 which show several defects, and the other control approximates healthy cell 412 nuclei. Since image-based metrics are heterogeneous, the corresponding 413 distributions of measured values overlap significantly at the single-cell level (Fig  414   1 ). Selecting typical cells yields distributions that are well separated, enabling 415 stable classification boundaries between healthy-like and progeria-like cells. The 416 classification boundary reveals both the value of each metric that marks this 417 transition and the relative weight of each metric (Fig 2) . 418
For the HTS used in this investigation, we find that surprisingly the metrics we 419 identified as important are also the metrics that change most for all perturbations. 420 controls (green and red dots) lay out a straight path between a progeria-like 422 phenotype and a healthy-like phenotype. All siRNA perturbations (blue dots in 423 Fig. 5a ) fall along this straight path indicating that the metrics that were identified 424 as important are the ones that are changing most in the 320 siRNA perturbations. 425
On the other hand, if all cells rather than typical cells are used for classification 426 and weighting, classification boundaries are less stable (Fig. 2) , and the 320 427 siRNA perturbations do not change the highly weighted metrics more than other 428 metrics (the blue dots in Fig. 5b form a cloud) . This indicates that the screen 429 does not involve random perturbations but perturbations targeted specifically to 430 progeria. 431
With these weights and a stable classification boundary, we were able to quantify 432 the heterogeneity of all cells in all samples. This analysis yields a simple 433 parameter: The fraction of cells identified as healthy-like in each sample. The 434 fraction of normal cells had been identified in other studies as a useful parameter 435 [37] . In RefCell, this parameter is used in multiple steps and is first determined 436 separately for each channel to identify potential "hits" in the siRNA perturbation 437 screen (Fig 3) . RefCell then reveals a complex interplay among the four standard 438 indicators of progeria (measured in four independent fluorescence channels), 439 revealing that the list of hits depends strongly on the choice of indicator. 440 Furthermore, RefCells focus on the fraction of healthy-like cells means that any 441 perturbation that makes a substantial fraction of cell nuclei appear healthy-like is 442 included as a possible hit, even if the average cell properties do not change. This 443 allows us to include all perturbations that are capable of making at least a subset 444 of cells appear healthy-like, even if the same perturbation is ineffective or 445 detrimental to other cells. 446
The final step in RefCell focuses on integrating information from multiple imaging 447 channels (Fig 7) . When considering all siRNA perturbations and all channels 448 simultaneously, our analysis confirms that the progerin level is the most 449 important feature in progeria disease, and that decreasing progerin expression 450 levels is the most efficient way of removing all four principal phenotypes 451 associated with progeria. However, we also note significant variability in how 452 effectively a given perturbation leads to healthy-like phenotypes in each channel. 453
This information helps prioritize hits that have been identified separately in each 454 channel. 455
In addition, we compared RefCell with a published method that aims to 456 characterize heterogeneity in cells using EM clustering with Gaussian mixture 457 models (GMM) [9] . Since the published method did not provide a metric for hits 458 selection, we used inverse distance to GFP-progerin repressed controls. This 459 distance is calculated using symmetrized KL divergence as used in [9] . The 460 higher the inversed distance, the more important the perturbation. We show that 461 in both progerin and lamin B1 channel, our metric agrees well with the other 462 method (see Sect S8) with Spearman correlation coefficient 0.98 for γH2AX 463 channel and 0.91 for lamin B1 channel (p-value << 0.05 in both cases). However, 464 the complex clustering approach does not allow us to integrate information from 465 all channels, since complex clustering cannot be used for the analysis of cell 466 morphology (the dimensionality of metrics is too large for meaningful clustering 467 with "only" thousands of cell images in each sample). 468
In summary, RefCell represents a simple but useful computational approach for 469 analyzing image-based HTS datasets. RefCell is broadly applicable to single-cell-470 based high-throughput screens that focus on perturbing cells from one distinct 471 phenotype to another. RefCell uses image processing and machine learning 472 algorithms to identify hits that substantially increase the fraction of cells that 473 regain one of the two reference phenotypes. RefCell can be used to analyze 474 each fluorescent channel separately, and also to integrate the single-cell 475 information from all channels. Applied to a progeria HCS dataset, RefCell 476 analysis provides robust classification boundaries between the two control 477 groups of healthy-like and progeria-like cells, and reveals ( Figure 5 ) that the 478 dataset contains mostly siRNA that shift the phenotype between the two control 479 groups. When integrating information from multiple fluorescence channels, 480
RefCell reveals that the four standard indicators of progeria (measured in four 481 independent fluorescence channels) are distinct, each leading to different hits in 482 the screen. 483
RefCell provides a hierarchy of tools that allows step by step exploration of 484 image-based HTS data. Starting from prioritization of metrics for each channel 485 separately, it provides robust hits selection for each channel based on typical 486 cells and allows for the integration of information from multiple channels. were used to classify healthy-and progeria-like phenotypes via SVM, an efficient 525 and robust supervised machine learning algorithm for classification [39] . Using a 526 linear kernel, SVM finds the optimal linear boundary in instance space (straight 527 line in 2D, planes in higher-dimensional spaces) that separates two classes of 528 instance data points, while maximizing the margin of class separation. We 529 performed SVM using the ksvm() function in kernlab package in R (version 3.1.1). 530
After rescaling all nucleus metrics to zero mean and unit variance, a classification 531 boundary was obtained between typical healthy and typical progeria cells. The 532 distance from each nucleus to the classification boundary, which is a linear 533 combination of all the measurements, can be used as a score to classify the 534 proximity of that cell to each phenotype (healthy-or progeria-like). In order to 535 distinguish between the two sides of the classification boundary, we define 536 positive distances as associated with healthy-like cells, and negative distances 537 with progeria-like cells. The SVM analysis also yields the relative importance of 538 each metric in distinguishing between the two phenotypes as shown in Appendix 539 Sect. S5. 540
Identification of significant perturbations 541
Determination of the fraction of healthy-like cells. Having obtained a classifier 542 boundary based on typical control cells, we then applied it to all samples 543 (including all control samples and siRNA perturbations samples). For this, we first 544 normalize all cells to be classified using the z-score transformation determined 545 from typical control cells (i.e., subtracting the mean of typical control cells and cell to the classification boundary and use the sign of the distance to classify 548 individual cells as either healthy-or progeria-like. Finally, we calculate the 549 percentage of healthy-like cells in each sample. This percentage is obtained 550 separately for each replicate plate. This allows us to report the mean percentage 551 (averaged over all replicate plates) and its estimated uncertainty (resulting from 552 the variance over multiple replicates). The number of cells in each perturbation 553 sample ranges from 500 to 2000. For more details, see Appendix Sect. S6. 554
Identification of siRNAs that generate significant healthy-like perturbations 555 ("hits"). We repeated the screen 4 times (yielding 4 independent replicates), and 556 the analysis described above was done separately for each plate (i.e., given a 557 sample, there are 4 independent estimates for each parameter). To carry out the 558 hit selection process, we first averaged each parameter over the 4 replicates. 559
Then we excluded potentially cytotoxic siRNA samples, by excluding those that 560 contain less than 50% of cells compared to GFP-progerin repressed samples 561 (the number of cells is similar in each sample at the start of the experiment). Next, 562 a siRNA hit was selected based on the following two criteria: 1) the fraction of 563 healthy-like cells is above a threshold (a mean and standard deviation were 564 computed based on the percentage of healthy-like cells in each of the 12 GFP-565 progerin expressing control samples, the threshold was set to 5 standard 566 deviations higher than the mean); 2) the false positive rate (FPR) based on the 567 variation among the 4 replicates is less than 0.05. 568
